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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  structural  and  electronic  properties  of  polar  and  non-polar  surfaces  of  CuI  are  investigated  at  the  GGA-
DFT  level  of  theory.  The  results  find  that  the  stability  of the  surfaces  is  directly  related  to  the  interplanar
distance  as  well  as  the  atomic  character  of the terminating  layer.  The  I-terminated  surfaces  are predicted
to be energetically  preferred.  We  predict  the instability  of the  Cu-terminated  (1  1  1)  surface,  whereas  the
nonpolar  (1  1 0)  surface  shows  a significant  surface  reconstruction  with  a large  layer  rotation  angle. The
vailable online 20 December 2012
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Cu-terminated  and  I-terminated  (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces  prefer  to retain  their  bulk-like  configurations,  whereas
the  Cu-terminated  (0 0  1) and  (0 0 1̄) surfaces  show  large  deviations  from  their  bulk  configurations.  The
calculated  band  gap  shows  a blue  or red  shift  of  the  absorption  edge  relative  to  the  bulk  CuI  depending
on  the  atomic  nature  of the  terminating  surface.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

lectronic properties

. Introduction

Cuprous iodine (CuI) is a well-known p-type semiconductor
ith a large gap of 3.1 eV [1].  The bulk CuI also facilitates the study of

he exciton–exciton scattering processes in semiconducting mate-
ials due to its large exciton binding energy of 62 meV  [2].  Recently,
he scintillation properties of CuI have drawn much attention due
o its ultrafast decay time of 420–430 nm emission [3,4]. Note that
cintillators used for detection of the high-energy rays such as X-
ays, gamma-rays etc. are required to have fast decay time to realize
igh time resolution.

Since thin films of CuI are proposed as a candidate material
or applications in optoelectronic devices such as dye-sensitized
olar cell [5],  their fabrication and characterization have been per-
ormed by several research groups [6–9]. For example, Sirimanne
t al. prepared the normal (1 1 1) oriented film using the pulse laser
eposition technique [6]. Zheng et al. fabricated the (1 1 0) oriented
lm and found that the intensity of the emission at 420 nm is closely
elated to the orientations of the films [9].  It was suggested that the
rowth orientation of CuI film is closely related to the stability of the
urfaces [10]. Note that the theoretical model [10] employed was
omewhat limited in considering the interaction of the adsorbed

toms and the surface layer of the as grown crystal ignoring the con-
ributions from the inner layers. Electronic structures of CuI films
ere probed yielding the values of the band gap ranging from 2.9 eV

∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: mgu@tongji.edu.cn (M.  Gu), pandey@mtu.edu (R. Pandey).

169-4332/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.11.171
to 3.5 eV which are different from the bulk value of 3.1 eV [7].  This
may  be due to the fact that the orientations of the fabricated thin
films can influence the electronic properties.

Considering that the electronic structures such as the band gap
and the effective mass of hole directly determine the exciton energy
and the conductivity of CuI films, we embark upon a detailed inves-
tigation of the polar and nonpolar surfaces of the zinc-blende CuI.
We note that there exists a lack of theoretical studies predicting
the stability and electronic properties of the polar and non-polar
surfaces of CuI. Furthermore, a complete understanding of surface
properties including surface reconstruction and band structure is a
prerequisite for the development of CuI-based devices.

We use first-principles method to calculate the atomic struc-
tures and electronic properties of zinc-blende CuI surfaces
including Cu-terminated and I-terminated (0 0 1), Cu-terminated
and I-terminated (0 0 1̄), nonpolar (1 1 0), Cu-terminated and I-
terminated (1 1 1) and Cu-terminated and I-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄)
surfaces. It is to be noted here that CuI crystallizes in the zinc-blende
structure at ambient condition, though it can be transformed into
several polymorphs at high-temperature and high-pressure. Our
group has recently performed a comprehensive theoretical study
of polymorphs of CuI providing a very good description of their
structural, elastic, electronic and optical properties [11].

2. Computational method
We use the projector augmented plane-wave (PAW) method as
implemented in Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [12,13]
to investigate the stability and electronic properties of the CuI

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.11.171
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01694332
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/apsusc
mailto:mgu@tongji.edu.cn
mailto:pandey@mtu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.11.171
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ig. 1. A schematic diagram of (a) I-terminated (0 0 1), (b) (1 1 0) and (c) I-termina
-terminated (0 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces are labeled as d12. The reconstruction of (1
ertical  relaxations of surface cations and anions from their equilibrium positions d

urfaces. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew,
urke and Ernzerhof (PBE) is adopted for the exchange-correlation
otential to the density functional theory (DFT) [14]. We  treat the
d and 4s electrons of Cu together with 5s and 5p electrons of I as
he valance electrons in the electronic structure calculations.

In order to validate the accuracy and reliability of the modeling
lements, we have performed the calculations of the bulk CuI at

he GGA (PBE)-DFT level of theory. The calculated structural prop-
rties for the zinc-blende CuI are in excellent agreement with the
xperimental values. For example, the lattice constant is calculated
o be 6.074 Å. The corresponding experimental value is 6.054 Å.
 1 1) surfaces. The interplanar distances between the first and the second layers of
urface (first and second layers) is illustrated in the inset of (b). The horizontal and

 as (�Xc,  �Zc)  and (�Xa.  �Za), respectively.

Likewise, the calculated and experimental values of the bulk mod-
ulus are 39.1 and 36.6 GPa, respectively [11,15].

We use 2-dimensional periodic slab model consisting of eleven
layers separated by a vacuum region of 23 Å to simulate the stoi-
chiometric (1 1 0) surface and nonstoichiometric Cu-terminated
and I-terminated (0 0 1), (0 0 1̄), (1 1 1) and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces of CuI.
Such a large number of layers ensure the convergence of the

surface energy with respect to the slab thickness. Note that the
slabs are symmetric for (1 1 0) surface, but asymmetric for (0 0 1)
and (1 1 1) surfaces. Each layer in the slab of the (0 0 1), (0 0 1̄),
(1 1 1) and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces has only one kind of atom whereas
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Fig. 2. The calculated band structure and atomic projected density of state of (1 1 0)
surface of CuI. Zero of the energy is aligned to the valance band maximum (VBM).

Table 2
Calculated structural properties of the relaxed (0 0 1), (1 1 1), and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces of
CuI. �d1 and �d2 are shifts of the first and second layers, respectively. A positive
value represents an outward shift and a negative value represents an inward shift of
surface atoms. d12 and �d12 refer to the interplanar distance and its variation from
the  bulk configuration of CuI.

�d1 (Å) �d2 (Å) d12 (Å) �d12 (Å)

Cu-terminated (0 0 1) −0.61 −0.34 1.25 −0.27
Cu-terminated (0 0 1̄) −0.12 0.15 1.25 −0.27
I-terminated (0 0 1) 0.27 0.38 1.41 −0.11
I-terminated (0 0 1̄) −0.07 0.03 1.42 −0.10
Cu-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) −0.03 0.02 2.58 0.05

T
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f
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he (1 1 0) surface is nonpolar consisting of both Cu and I atoms
Fig. 1).

The surface geometry optimization calculation begins with the
deal surface having atomic geometry of the bulk CuI. The sur-
ace atoms associated with first, second and third layers are then
llowed to relax until the force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å.
t is estimated to lead to the numerical uncertainty of about 0.01 Å
n atomic displacement. The Brillouin-zone integrations are carried
ut with 8 × 8 × 1 k-point mesh. The cut-off energy for plane-wave
asis is 355 eV. The energy tolerance is 10−6 eV in the iterative
olution of Kohn-Sham equations.

We define the surface free energy as [16]

 = 1
2A

(Eslab −
∑

i
ni�i), (1)

where Eslab is the total energy of the slab, A is the surface area
f the slab and ni and �i are the number and chemical potential of
tom i.

The chemical potentials of Cu and I atoms are limited by follow-
ng conditions.

Cu + �I = E(CuI) (2)

Cu ≤ E(Cu) (3)

I ≤ E(I) (4)

where E(Cu), E(I) and E(CuI) are the total energies of bulk Cu, I
nd CuI, respectively.

The chemical potentials are given by

Cu = E(Cu) (5)

I = E(CuI) − E(Cu) (6)

under the Cu-rich limit and

I = E(I) (7)

Cu = E(CuI) − E(I) (8)

under the I-rich limit.
For the nonpolar (1 1 0) surface, the horizontal and vertical

elaxations of cations and anions from their equilibrium positions
re defined as (�Xc, �Zc) and (�Xa. �Za), respectively (Fig. 2).
ote that the horizontal relaxation of the (1 1 0) surface is along the

0 0 1] direction. The layer rotation angle and change in the near-
eighbor distance are given by ω (Fig. 2) and �Rsurface, respectively
17]. For other surfaces, the relaxation is defined by the shifts of the
rst (�d1) and second layer (�d2). The positive and negative values
f �d1 and �d2 represent the outward and inward shift, respec-
ively. d12 refers to the interplanar distance between the first and
econd layers and �d12 refers to its variation with respect to the
ulk value.

. Results and discussion

.1. Structural properties
Table 1 displays the calculated structural parameters for the
1 1 0) surface of CuI. The horizontal and vertical displacements of
u atom on the first layer are predicted to be much larger than that
ssociated with I atom. The relaxations of the atoms on second layer

able 1
alculated structural properties of the relaxed CuI (1 1 0) surface: (�Xc , �Zc), (�Xa and �Z

rom  their equilibrium positions. ω and �Rsurface are the layer rotation angle and change 

�Xc (Å) �Zc (Å) �

Surface layer (top layer) −0.48 −0.71 −
Bulk-like layer (layer 2) 0.11 0.05 
I-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) 0.05 0.09 0.84 0.04
I-terminated (1 1 1) 0.04 0.21 2.46 0.17

are small. The surface buckling which is the sum of the vertical dis-
tance of the anion and cation on the top surface layer is calculated
to be 0.85 Å (Table 1).

The calculated value of the layer rotation angle, ω is 37.8◦. It is
much larger than the previously reported value of 4.8◦ obtained
using the pseudo-function method within the framework of the
local density approximation (LDA) to density functional theory [18].
Note that the LDA-DFT values of ω for CuCl and CuBr are −0.13◦ and
1.5◦, respectively, which are significantly different from the values
of 53◦ and 35◦ obtained from the low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) experiments [19]. Thus, our calculated ω appears to be rea-
sonable, though no experimental measurement is available for the
(1 1 0) surface of CuI. Furthermore, the bond contraction of the first
layer is calculated to be 3.3%. It is smaller than that of CuCl (≈8.6%)
due to the low value of the Phillip’s iconicity for CuI [20].

Table 2 lists the calculated structural properties of the (0 0 1),
(0 0 1̄), (1 1 1) and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces of CuI. For the Cu-terminated
(0 0 1) and (0 0 1̄) surfaces, d12 decreases by 0.61 Å. This is not the
case with the Cu-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surface where the interpla-
nar distance prefers the bulk-like configuration. This contrasting

behavior is partly due to geometrical differences between the (0 0 1)
and (0 0 1̄)  surfaces. For example, d12 values of the ideal (0 0 1) and
(0 0 1̄)  surfaces are only 58% of the bulk Cu–I separation, whereas

a) are the horizontal and vertical displacements of cations and anions, respectively
in the near-neighbor distance at the surface, respectively.

Xa (Å) �Za (Å) ω (deg) �Rsurface (%)

0.06 0.13 37.8 3.3
0.05 −0.07 – –
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Table 3
Calculated free energy of CuI – (0 0 1), (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) surfaces.

Surface free energy (meV/Å2)

Cu rich I rich

(1 1 0) 4.8 4.8
Cu-terminated (0 0 1) 94.7 103.3
I-terminated (0 0 1) 4.2 −5.0
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Fig. 3. The calculated band structure and atomic projected density of state of Cu-
terminated (0 0 1) surface of CuI. Zero of the energy is aligned to the valance band
maximum (VBM).
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Fig. 4. The calculated band structure and atomic projected density of state of I-
terminated (0 0 1) surface of CuI. Zero of the energy is aligned to the valance band
maximum (VBM).
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Cu-terminated (1 1 1) 100.4 111.0
I-terminated (1 1 1) 10.8 0.36

12 of the Cu-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surface is similar to the bulk Cu–I
ond-distance. Thus, a significantly larger Coulomb attraction acts
etween Cu+ and I− ions for the (0 0 1) and (0 0 1̄) surfaces. We
ote that geometrical relaxation of the Cu-terminated (1 1 1) sur-

ace leads to collapsing of the second layer to the surface layer due
o much smaller interplanar spacing (d12 ≈ 33% of the bulk Cu I
ond distance).

For the I-terminated (0 0 1) and (0 0 1̄)  surfaces, d12 contracts
ess than that in the Cu-terminated (0 0 1) and (0 0 1̄)  surfaces. On
he other hand, the I-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surface yields a similar

d12 as predicted for the Cu-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surface. Although
he Columbic attraction from second layer is much weaker in the
ase of the I-terminated (1 1 1) surface, d12 still retains the bulk-
ike configuration. Note that one cannot define surface buckling for
he (0 0 1), (0 0 1̄), (1 1 1), and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces, because each layer is
onsisted of only single atom.

Bader’s charge analysis is performed to examine the charge
ransfer between the terminating surface layer and the inner layers
f the asymmetric slabs. For the I-terminated surfaces, the charge
ransfer from the inner bulk-like layers to the terminating sur-
ace layer is about 0.08 e. No charge transfer takes place for the
u-terminated (0 0 1) surface.

The calculated values of the surface free energy are listed in
able 3. For non-stoichiometric cases, we give values for both Cu-
ich and I-rich limits, as their free energies are related to the atomic
hemical potentials (Eqs. (5)–(8)).  Overall, the I-terminated (0 0 1)
urface is predicted to be the most stable surface for CuI.

In a previous theoretical study [11], the stability of the Cu-
erminated (1 1 1) surface was predicted to be same as that of the
-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surface. It was argued that the stability of the
iven surface atom mainly depends on the coordination number of
he surface atom. The surface atoms of the Cu-terminated (1 1 1)
nd the I-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces have the same coordinate
umber.

In general, stability of the surface (i.e. first layer) depends not
nly on the near-neighbor atoms but also on the next-nearest
toms. Thus, the interaction between the first and second lay-
rs of both Cu-terminated and I-terminated surfaces is governed
y the Cu–I interaction. However, the second-neighbor interac-
ions for both surfaces are different as they involve either Cu–Cu
r I–I interaction yielding a difference in the stability of the Cu-
erminated (1 1 1) and I-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces. The calculated
esults therefore find that stability of the surface is directly related
o the interplanar distance between the first and second layers as
ell as the atomic character of the terminating surface layer.

.2. Electronic properties

The calculated density of states (DOS) and band structures of
uI surfaces are shown in Figs. 2–5.  We  note that the uppermost
alence band is mainly formed by Cu-3d with a smaller contri-

ution from I-5p states. However, the character of the valence
and maximum (VBM) of the (0 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces depends
n the terminating surface layer; it is Cu-3d states for the Cu-
erminated surface and the hybridized Cu-3d and I-5p states for

Fig. 5. The calculated band structure and atomic projected density of state of I-
terminated (1 1 1) surface of CuI. Zero of the energy is aligned to the valance band
maximum (VBM).
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Table 4
Calculated band gaps and effective mass of electrons and holes of the relaxed (0 0 1), (1 1 1) and (1 1 0) surfaces of CuI at the GGA-DFT level of theory.

Cu-terminated (0 0 1) I-terminated (0 0 1) I-terminated (1 1 1) (1 1 0) Bulk CuI [6]

Band gap (eV) 0.9 1.67 1.46 1.32 1.13

Effective mass (me) �-L �-X �-L �-X �-L �-X �-L �-X �-L �-X
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[
[
[
[

[

[

Electron 0.44 0.42 0.58 0.58 

Light  hole 0.63 0.45 1.06 0.65 

Heavy hole 1.59 9.40 1.40 9.09 

he I-terminated surfaces of CuI. On the other hand, the character
f the conduction band minimum (CBM) remains the same for the
urfaces considered being composed of the Cu-4s states. Further-
ore, a comparison of the surface band structures with the bulk

and structure reveals a red shift in the absorption edge for the
u-terminated (0 0 1) surface whereas the other surfaces show a
lue shift in the absorption edge. A shift of the lower valence band
onsisting of the I-5s sates is also predicted. It is 1.3 and 1.6 eV for
he I-terminated (0 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces, respectively.

Note that the band structures of the (1 1 0) and Cu-terminated
0 0 1) surfaces are found to be quite different from that of the other
urfaces (Figs. 2 and 3). For example, the I-5p and Cu-3d bands
ppear in the lower valence band region (−2 eV to −3 eV from VBM)
or the I-terminated (0 0 1) and (1 1 1) surfaces. These bands are
ssociated with the surface atoms, as indicated in Figs. 4 and 5.
owever, no such band appears in the lower valence band of the

1 1 0) surface of CuI due to absence of the unsaturated (dangling)
urface bond.

The calculations find the surfaces of CuI to be a direct gap with
aps ranging from 0.9 to 1.67 eV. It is similar to the values reported
reviously [21], though the experimental value is 3.1 eV. It should
e pointed out that the GGA-DFT method underestimates the band
aps of the semiconducting and ionic materials. Nevertheless dis-
inct features in the band structures of the CuI surfaces are clearly
emonstrated by the method employed here.

The effective mass of electron and hole of different surfaces are
lso listed in Table 4. The effective mass is calculated by fitting the
and structure in the vicinity of VBM and CBM using a parabolic
unction. For the CuI surfaces considered, the effective mass of elec-
ron appears to be more isotropic than that of the hole. The effective

ass of both electron and hole on different surfaces is larger than
hat in the bulk, predicting a slower mobility of carriers on the
urfaces of CuI relative to that in the bulk CuI.

. Summary

The structural and electronic properties of (0 0 1), (0 0 1̄),  (1 1 0),
1 1 1) and (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces of CuI are investigated in the frame-
ork of the GGA-DFT level of theory. I-terminated surfaces of CuI

re predicted to be energetically preferred. The interplanar dis-
ance between the first and second layers of Cu-terminated and
-terminated (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) surfaces retains the bulk configuration, but the
u-terminated (0 0 1) and (0 0 1̄) surfaces show a larger contraction
rom the bulk-like configuration. A significantly large layer rota-

ion angle is also predicted for the nonpolar (1 1 0) surface. Since
he Cu-terminated (1 1 1) surface is predicted to be not stable, the
esults suggest the growth along (1̄ 1̄ 1̄) direction instead of [1 1 1]
irection for thin films of CuI.

[

[

0.47 0.43 0.41 0.44 0.34 0.33
0.98 0.84 0.88 1.63 0.38 0.50
5.67 7.03 3.14 1.54

A  blue shift of the exciton energy is predicted for thin films of
CuI since the calculated band gap of the (1 1 0) surface is larger than
that of the bulk CuI. A large band gap together with a large hole
effective mass suggests a higher resistivity of thin films relative
to that of the bulk in corroboration with the experimental results
[8,22].
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